REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING

Thursday, February 17, 2022
1:30 p.m.
GEDA 5th Floor GITC Building
Ste. 511, 590 South Marine Corps Drive Tamuning,
Guam 96913

NOTICE OF A REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
PLEASE TAKE NOTE TO ANYONE WHO WISHES TO ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE THAT A REGULAR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING WILL BE HELD:
DATE: Thursday, February 17, 2022
TIME: 1:30 p.m.
PLACE: GEDA 5th Floor GITC Building Ste. 511,
590 South Marine Corps Drive | Tamuning, Guam 96913
Public Notice:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.
XII.

Distributed to the media on Thursday, February 10, 2022 and on Tuesday, February 15, 2022.

AGENDA
Call to Order
Inifresi
Roll Call
Approval of Agenda
Approval of Minutes – January 2022 Board Meeting | January 20, 2022
Chairman’s Remarks
CEO/Administrator’s Remarks
Committee & Standing Reports
a.
Real Property Committee
b. Healthcare Committee
c.
Agriculture Committee / Aquaculture Committee
d. Qualifying Certificate Report
e. Communications Report
f.
Grants Report
g.
Economic Diversification Working Group
Old Business
a. American Rescue Plan (ARP) Funded Projects
i.
Pandemic Assistance Grant 2021
ii.
Child Care Assistance Program-Stabilization 2021
iii.
Local Employers’ Assistance Program “LEAP”
iv.
Growth Accelerator Program "GAP"
v.
Commercial Farmers Grant
New Business
a. Investment Policy Statement Update
b. Staffing pattern and organizational chart update
Public Comment
Adjournment

Enclosures

Minutes of Regular Meeting to the Board of Directors of the
Guam Economic Development Authority
January 20, 2022
Call to Order
§ 1.

The regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the Guam Economic
Development Authority (“GEDA” or the “Authority”) was held on Thursday,
January 20, 2022 at the hour of 1:35 p.m., at the GEDA conference room, Suite
511, ITC Building, Tamuning, Guam. The meeting was called to order by
Chairman David John to consider items on the agenda.
Inifresi

§ 2.

GEDA Board of Directors and all others in attendance recited the Inifresi.
Quorum and Attendance

§ 3.

Roll call. As determined by the roll call made by Chairman David John, the
following individuals were present:
Directors:
David John
Ernesto (Jun) Espaldon
Siska Hutapea
George Chiu
Andrew Park
Melanie Mendiola
Joann G. Camacho
Terrence M. Brooks

Office or Position:
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Director and Secretary
Director
Director (via video teleconference)
CEO/Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Legal Counsel

Also, in attendance were:
Jennifer Calvo – Guzman
Yong Pak
Diego Mendiola
Claire Cruz
Ariana Villaverde
Ed Camacho
Michael Carlson
Morgan Legal

GEDA
GEDA
GEDA
GEDA (via Zoom)
GEDA
GEDA
Office of Sen. Ridgell’s Office
Glimpses of Guam

Absent (Excused):

Fe Valencia-Ovalles

Director
Approval of Agenda

§ 4.

Director Siska Hutapea made a motion to approve the agenda. The motion was seconded
by Vice Chairman Ernesto (Jun) Espaldon. The motion was unanimously passed.
Approval of Minutes

§ 5.

Motion was made by Director Hutapea and seconded by Director George Chiu to approve
the December 20, 2021, board meeting minutes. The motion was unanimously passed.
Chairman Remarks

§ 6.

Before reporting his remarks, Chairman David John informed that his remarks will be
brief. He then reported the following.
a. Chairman John welcomed the Board to the first meeting of 2022. At the last meeting,
GEDA adopted the SOP for the Local Employers Assistance Program, also known as
LEAP. GEDA announced its first awardees on December 23rd, in time for Christmas,
in a meeting of the office of the Governor. Administrator Melanie Mendiola will be
updating on this as well as closing out the Pandemic Assistance Grants from 2021 and
the rental assistance grants.
b. For the qualifying certificate community contribution grant program, recalling from
the last month, GEDA accepted most of the recommendations of the evaluation
committee. Thank you to Director Fe Valencia-Ovalles, who is unable to meet with
us today. The awardees were invited up to Adelup on December 29, 2021 for the
award ceremony with the Governor.
c. Administrator Mendiola will also report today on the Child Care Assistance Program
Stabilization 2021. GEDA was brought to help the Department of Public Health and
Social Services to help get it off the ground. GEDA had a tight turnaround time; it
was authorized in November with a December deadline. The team presented a total of
forty-two (42) day cares with $16.8 million dollars. The office was so pleased with
the turnaround time and the process that GEDA has been brought in to potentially
handle more grant funding to build the capacity for the childcare industry in an
amount of $96.2 million dollars.
d. This morning, GEDA attended a public, for Bill 212-36 – Legislation to approve the
refunding of the GPA revenue bonds in the amount of $296 million dollars. GEDA
encourage swift movement on this, as the FED is expected to raise rates on the
coming quarter. The savings achieved is to be an estimated $15.3 million dollars in
net present value which equates to about 5.34%.

e. In preparation for submitting the application for the State Small Business Credit
Initiative Program, SSBCI, the team has asked the Board for assistance in Ad-hoc
Working Group. Director and Vice Chairman Espaldon and Chairman John have
volunteered to support this effort with Vice Chairman Espaldon as Chairman. The
objective is to guide the design of the venture capital arm of the program. GEDA has
run the SSBCI program since 2011. The American Rescue Plan authorized an
addition $10 billion dollars for the SSBCI with Guam’s allocation coming out to $59
million.
f. Despite the Omicron variant hampering the agency, GEDA is pressing forward.
CEO’s/Administrator’s Remarks
§ 7.

Administrator Melanie Mendiola reported the following:
a.

As Chairman John has said, Omicron is presenting quite a challenge. GEDA has
had a number of employees over the last few weeks who have either tested
positive or reported to be in close contact with an individual who was. GEDA is
dealing with that right now, however, thankfully, symptoms of those who have
tested positive have not been severe and GEDA operations are currently rotating.
There is a rotation schedule; some of the staff are working from home, GEDA’s
most vulnerable employees by health status, two individuals, are working from
home – 100% – whilst the rest are rotating, and the Deputy Administrator and
Administrator Mendiola coming every day with a few key employees.

b.

Despite these challenges, GEDA managed to push out just under $20 million in
funding to the community. The bulk of which was the childcare grant. GEDA is
also aiming for another $20 million in LEAP approvals this month.

c.

2022 is shaping up to be a busy year, as Chairman John has mentioned, GEDA is
assisting public health in building of capacity of the childcare industry and
helping them push out a $96 million in aid in multiple programs. GEDA is also
working with GDOE’s Superintendent who has about a $120 million dollars to
spend in CIPs as well as the construction of Simon Sanchez High School.

d.

Governor Leon Guerrero recently received explicit guidance that building the
hospital was approved under ARP, GEDA is very involved in that project and, of
course, SSBCI. Any grants GEDA has applied for are in the pipeline. An
unprecedented amount of money will be flowing through GEDA over the next six
months.

e.

The Board’s approval is also requested for the MOU with the Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission to help their investment committee. For a few years, they will

piggyback off GEDA’s investment committee, led by Vice Chairman Espaldon,
and learn the fiduciary responsibility, managing investment, et cetera. Until they
can spin off and be 100% independent in this regard, they will continue to work
with GEDA.
f.

The Board’s approval will also be requested by a direct grant to farmers. This was
developed in conjunction with the Farmers’ Cooperative Group Guam, UOG
Cooperative Extension and Department of Agriculture. As everyone is well
aware, agriculture and aquaculture remain two key industries that Governor wants
GEDA to build. GEDA has executed a marketing contract with RIMS and GEDA
will be meeting with them to develop a calendar for 2022. GEDA has to be
executed, and if not signing right now, the municipal advisor contract. GEDA is
also looking to issue a notice of funds availability for nonprofits who support
incubator type businesses. This is through Guam Growth Accelerator Program.
Remember, 2021 is taking the LEAP and 2022 is Bridging the Gap.
Community and Standing Reports

§ 8.

Chairman John informed that the Real Property, Healthcare, Agriculture/Aquaculture
Committee, Qualifying Certificate, Communications, and Grant Reports are inside the
packet. Administrator Mendiola added that the Communications report is lacking and not
included in the packet for this month.

§ 9.

Director Hutapea, Economic Diversification Working Group. Before Director Hutapea
goes on, she would like to make some secondary remarks. She informed the Board that
she has received some phone calls in regards to the Pandemic Assistance Grant. A lot of
small businesses are thankful for all the work that GEDA has put together and Director
Hutapea thanks the GEDA team. Moving onto the Economic Diversification Working
Groups, GEDA is going to have their team meeting next week, December 26, 2021. The
budget has been submitted for each working group. GEDA is creating a request for
funding the document to be disbursed and will be discussed on the next meeting. Marie is
working on it so that GEDA has a procedure system so that the team leader does not have
to submit and then be told that this or that document is needed. It could be very efficient.
GEDA is also possibly looking at MOU to subaward money to RCUOG for the
Aquaculture and Circularly Economy Working Group.
Old Business

§ 10.

Chairman John requests to have the American Rescue Plan (ARP) Funded Grant Updates
reported all at once to which Administrator Mendiola agreed to. The American Rescue
Plan (ARP) Funded Grant Updates were reported by Administrator Melanie Mendiola.
a. Pandemic Assistance Grant 2021. Administrator Mendiola stated that this grant
program is 99% done. Right now, all GEDA is working on is reconsiderations.

Everyone who has been approved has been notified and everyone who has not been
approved, ineligibles, should have been notified and can be applying for their
reconsiderations within the next few weeks. This is the final report on this. GEDA
had one thousand nine hundred twenty-eight applications (1,928), one thousand five
hundred and seven (1,507) eligible applications, three hundred and eighty-seven (387)
were ineligible. The number one reason for being ineligible was not enough business
interruption. Some applicants actually made more money. The total award to date has
been $16.624 million dollars so what GEDA does with this juncture is that GEDA
gives their final report as well to the Governor and then she tells GEDA what to do
with the remainder of the funding. Administrator added that GEDA has some ideas.
b. Child Care Assistance Program – Stabilization 2021. As mentioned earlier, fortytwo (42) daycares, $16.8 million dollars. One thing of note, this particular pot of
money came directly from the Feds; this did not pass through the Governor’s or
GEDA’s bucket. Although it is ARP funded, it is a special program that goes directly
to public health and so that’s how GEDA came into the program. Public health will
be presenting to GEDA on what the eligibility is because it comes from four or five
different pools of funding. The four or five different pools of funding cover different
stakeholders. One pool is for programs that have to do with the youth for example
karate classes or jujitsu classes. Those would qualify for some money. There’s
another one for homecare providers so if one may not be the oversight of public
health but let’s say that individual has four kids and they are paying them for tuition,
they have a business license but is not on that level to be license under public health,
that would be another pot of money. The purpose for that pot of money is to ramp up
those homecare providers to be at the level that they can accept more kids. The
number of kids covered in these forty-two (42) daycares are only 6% of the daycare
population. The rest are being taken care of, who knows, at home by aunties, uncles,
or grandmas. The lens that GEDA is looking at with this industry through at this
juncture is through the lens of building the childcare industry – this is how GEDA is
approaching this. However, Public Health is sharing with GEDA on what they would
like to do like their objectives, the Governors goals, and GEDA’s experience that can
be brought into to carry out the $96 million dollars.
c. Local Employers’ Assistance Program. LEAP. GEDA has received nine hundred
and eighty-eight applications. The total that are going to be transmitted downstairs by
Monday, December 20th, is going to be two hundred and twenty-three – totaling to
$12.187 million dollars. The first batch will be processed immediately for the
Category B’s, those with five or more employees, totaling $8 million and then the
following Monday, Category A, four or less employees, a total of hundred and
twenty-seven (127) applicants will be processed totaling up to $2.2 million.
d. Growth Accelerator Program. GAP. Nothing on this category except for the notice
of funds that will be published soon for the incubator program.

§ 11.

Ratification of Resolution 22-007 – Waiver of Notice and Consent to Take Action by
Unanimous Consent Relative to Authorizing the Guam Economic Development
Authority (GEDA) CEO/Administrator to Execute the Global Settlement Agreement and
Mutual Release Between GEDA, Inland Builders Corporation (IBC) and Architects
Laguana & Cristobal, LLC (ALC) were reported by Legal Counsel Terrence M. Brooks.
a. Legal Counsel Brooks informed that the Board that there wasn’t enough time to put
the topic into the agenda and formally approve the settlement at the meeting so the
resolution of unanimous consent was prepared so the case can proceed so the
settlement could be completed in a timely manner. The Board will today formally
ratify the resolution as required by law. Director Hutapea made a motion to ratify
resolution 22-007 and Vice Chairman Espaldon seconded the motion. The Directors
then voted, and the motion was unanimously passed.
New Business

§ 12.

Resolution No. 22-008 Relative to Approving the Standard Operating Procedures for the
Guam Commercial Farmers Program reported by Administrator Mendiola.
a. Under the Governor’s Executive Order where she authorized $20 million dollars for
the original Small Business Pandemic Assistance 2021, she also authorized additional
money to be utilized for the Economic Working Groups also to benefit farmers as
well to incubate small businesses. GEDA is moving forward on that part of the
funding. This farmers program is half a million dollars for bonified farmers. Bonified
farmers are individuals or companies that have been recognized as farmers by the
Department of Agriculture. GEDA put the program together in conjunction with some
stakeholders from the farmers community including the farmers co-op leadership and
the University of Guam Cooperative Extension and Department of Agriculture.
Administrator Mendiola believes it is a USDA standard and so GEDA is trying to
mirror some of the USDA grant and lending standards as well. GEDA has its
eligibility criteria which requires minimum annual sales of at least $10,000 dollars.
The good thing about this one is that farmers’ cooperative is actually taking part in
the due diligence and the oversight of the grant. As GEDA distributes the grant
money, the farmers co-op will actually check and ensure that farmers are utilizing the
funding properly. Funding is in tiers, from $2,000 dollars to the largest award which
is $15,000 dollars. GEDA based the calculation of half a million based on the number
of active farmers in different organizations between the co-op, farm to table, and just
estimating some of the other stakeholders. Administrator Mendiola wanted to note
that for the farmers co-op, GEDA is setting aside 15% of the grant funding for the
farmers co-op for their help in administering the grant funds. They will be getting
about $75,000. A motion to pass resolution number 22-008 relative to approving the
Standard Operating Procedures for the Guam Commercial Farmers Program was
made by Director Chiu and was seconded by Vice Chairman Espaldon. The Directors
voted and the motion to approve unanimously passed.

REAL PROPERTY
February 2022
CENTRA L ISSUE
GALC
- Commission Chair and Executive Director has
expressed The Commission's desire to secure GEDA
assistance with investing and growing the Land Bank
Trust Fund
Military and Federal Excess Lands
- GEDA RPD Assisting Gov Office
Support
- Several GovGuam Agencies seeking GEDA
assistance on a number of initiatives
5 Year Law
- Creates challenges to attracting developers and
investors

KEY MEETINGS
Feb 9: RIMS RE Med Campus website
Feb 9: GALC Pub Mtg
Feb 8: CDLO RE Med Campus
Feb 8: JRM RE Med Campus
Feb 7: LT & Co-op RE Fishermen Proj
Feb 4: Buildup Ofc RE Med Campus
Jan 27: Buildup Ofc RE Med Campus
Jan 27: Matrix RE Med Campus
Jan 26: GALC Pub Mtg
Jan 13: DOI RE Med Campus
Jan 11: Army Corps RE Med Campus
Jan 11: Joint Region RE Medical Campus
Jan 04: GDOE

OTHER NEW S AND UPDATES
PROJECTS/PROGRAMS:
- Aquaculture Feasibility Study (Grant):
• First draft due 24 Feb
• Pending EDA approval for Aquaculture 2022 attendance and
Roundtable with stakeholders for launch of feasibility study
- GEDA facilitating Matrix Task Orders to include:
• Medical Healthcare Task Force Steering Committee and
Subcommittees in relation to the Medical Action Plan
• Preliminary Draft Report expected in Feb
• Grants Management Training
- GALC
• RPD submitted draft MOU Amendment for GEDA to provide
financial management services. GEDA and GALC signatures
secured. MOU submitted to AG for review and signature

G ED A C O M M I T T E E REPORT

COMMITTEE

- US EDA Grants:
• RPD supporting Executive Division w/ Green Market Grant
application and initiatives w/ regard to public markets for Agat,
Sinajana, and Mangilao
- HOT Bond Projects:
• Assisting Fishermen's Co-Op, Army Corps approval obtained.
Project pending DPW building permit
- GDOE
• Requesting GEDA assistance for its CIP Program. Draft MOU
submitted to GDOE for review

ACTION ITEMS
- GALC: Awaiting AG approval of MOA for Investment
Services. Assisting commission w RFP for new tenant at
Polaris
- Matrix Design Group: Will be On-island Feb 14. RPD
Medical Action Plan work ongoing

- Continuing support of other GovGuam agencies'
initiatives
- Drafted MOA for GDOE review to assist w CIP Program

FEBRUARY 2022

- Continuing to support Governor's Initiatives on
Potentially Releasable Federal Lands.

HEALTHCARE
February 2022
CENTRA L ISSUE
Need for Regional Health Lab
Need to upgrade or replace public healthcare facilities
Continuing upkeep of GMH facility and services
DPHSS facilities
Due to COVID 19 cases over the past years, GMH,
GRMC and other health providers are still
experiencing shortages of locally based trained
staffers to support front liners

KEY MEETINGS
Feb 9: RIMS RE Med Campus website
Feb 8: CDLO RE Med Campus
Feb 8: JRM RE Med Campus
Feb 4: Buildup Ofc RE Med Campus
Jan 27: Buildup Ofc RE Med Campus
Jan 27: Matrix RE Med Campus
Jan 13: DOI RE Med Campus
Jan 11: USACE RE Med Campus
Jan 11: Joint Region RE Medical Campus
*Matrix Design Group (MDG)
*United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
*Community Defense Liaison Office (CDLO)
*Office of the Governor of Guam (OOG)
*Guam Memorial Hospital Authority (GMH)
*Ruder Integrated Marketing Strategies (RIMS)

OTHER NEW S AND UPDATES
- MDG
• Brought sub-consultant (Atriax) to GU in Nov for GMH
focused working sessions, site visit, utilities round table, etc.
• Preliminary draft report expected in Feb
- Bill 121-36 was signed into law, pledging funding for the Guam
Twenty-First Century Healthcare Center.
• GEDA working with Bond Counsel on deliverables required
- NAVFAC undergoing initial surveys for lands records
• Survey and mapping have been completed
• Map has been approved and recorded at DLM
• License for Mangilao property signed for GovGuam to
perform planning and surveying activities
- Funding request was made to DOI for ACOE Planning
Charrette
- RIMS tasked to create website to support the Healthcare Task
Force
- GCC Medical Billing and Coding Bootcamp
• 10 students from Cohort 1 have passed the national exam for
certification in this field

G ED A C O M M I T T E E REPORT

COMMITTEE

ACTION ITEMS
Continue facilitation and support of the Healthcare Task
Force and its various subcommittees to coordinate efforts to
improve medical and health services delivery to the
community.
GEDA staff supporting Governor's office with RE to a
potential new medical services campus in terms of
researching finance options and collaborating with other
GovGuam agencies on related matters.
Request for Information:
• Data collection from all participating GovGuam agencies
ongoing, particularly GIS shape files

PFD to draft the Scope of Work for the developer RFP
PFD to draft the RFP for a medical services consultant
PFD to guide RIMS on the creation of the task force website

FEBRUARY 2022

RPD to draft the RFP for site preparation surveys (including
field work) for required A&E purposes

AGRICULTURE/AQUACULTURE

CENTRA L ISSUE
Guam's high dependency on the importation of
agriculture products creates a need to grow and
develop the local agriculture into a sustainable
industry and reduce imports.

OTHER NEW S AND UPDATES
• 2/10 - GEDA requested a budget modification of
Aquaculture Feasibility Study EDA grant to support a
Guam delegation's participation in the upcoming
Aquaculture 2022 conference in San Diego.

GEDA initiatives:
1. Expand and build agriculture assets
2. Workforce development
3. Private investment initiatives

KEY MEETINGS
• 1/24 - Melvin Tabilas met with the Seattle
Chinatown International District Preservation and
Development Authority, Friends of Little Saigon, and
Pike Place Preservation & Development Authority to
discuss various business development models,
including food incubators, food banks, farmer
program initiatives, and Pike Place as a
public/farmers market model for CHamoru Village

G ED A C O M M I T T E E REPORT

COMMITTEE

ACTION ITEMS
• Finalizing Commercial Farmers Grant Program
application form. Once complete, will have Farmers'
Coop and Department of Agriculture review all
program collateral for final feedback before launch.

TRI P REPORT
• Melvin Tabilas participated in Western United States Agricultural Trade Association's (WUSATA) Winter Meeting
(Vancouver, WA) from January 19-21 in his role as WUSATA's State Marketing Officer for Guam. As a result, there
are ongoing conversations regarding several potential opportunities for Guam/GEDA, including participation of
CoreSeed Aquaculture (Guam) Corp in the upcoming inbound seafood trade mission to Hawaii in July to coincide
with Governor's site visit of the Hawaii Ocean Science and Technology Park (model for the Guam Aquaculture
Innovation Center) as well as available funding to support an intern to work on projects related to agricultural export
activities and WUSATA projects.

February 2022

QUALIFYING CERTIFICATE (QC)

OTHER NEW S AND UPDATES

CENTRA L ISSUE
Business & Economic Development (BEDD)
continues to receive interest in the QC program.
Efforts continue to improve program to maintain it
as a viable investment tool, with a focus on:
• Special Hotel QC
• Manufacturing
• Captive Insurance
• Technology

• Two bills regarding QCs introduced:
• Bill 231-36: provides increased Special
Hotel QC tax benefits for renovations and/or
expansion of existing hotel properties.
• Bill 232-36: Establishes a Special QC for
Captive Insurance companies that wholly
underwrite insurance risks outside of Guam.
GEDA awaiting public hearing date for bills in
order to prepare testimony.

KEY MEETINGS

ACTION ITEMS

• Two QC application has been submitted as of
February, 2022:
• Island Home Insurance Company (2/9/22)
• Core Tech International Affordable Housing
(2/16/22)

• Continue work on draft legislation regarding
captive insurance QCs, based on the
recommendations from Governor’s Economic
Diversification Working Group.

• GEDA BEDD in contact with Tokyo Marine
Insurance Company regarding potential QC
application for domestic health insurance.

GE D A C O M M I T T E E REP OR T

COMMITTEE

• Research tax incentives for manufacturing,
including but not limited to pharmaceuticals and
additive manufacturing.
• Research tax incentives for the development of
high-tech industries as well as the development
of a transshipment/manufacturing/assembly/
distribution industries in Guam.

TRI P REPORT
Project
Guam Brewery Corporation
Project
Core Tech Resort, LLC

Qualifying Certificate List - as of February 16, 2022
APPROVED QCs
Industry
Activity
Manufacturing
Brew and sale of craft beer
APPLICATIONS IN PROGRESS
Industry
Activity
Special Hotel
Hotel Renovation
Domestic Insurance

Health insurance

Core Tech International Corp.

Affordable Housing

Affordable Housing

Project
Basula Management, LLC
Carabao Brewing
Fulgur Technology
KEPCO-LG CNS Mangilao Solar
TakeCare
SandCastle

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Industry
Activity
Circular Economy/Recycling
Recycling
Manufacturing
Brew and sale of craft beer
Manufacturing
Face masks (PPE)
Green Technology
Solar power plant
Domestic Insurance
Health insurance
Tourism
Expansion of tourism facility

Status
Application received, Applicant to
submit letter rescinding application
Application received 2/9/22;
GEDA to schedule public hearing
Application received 2/16/22;
GEDA to schedule public hearing
Status
Letter of Intent (3/31/21)
Letter of Intent (4/8/21)
Letter of Intent (4/19/21)
Letter of Intent (5/12/21)
Letter of Intent (11/3/21)
Letter of Intent (11/5/21)

FEBRUARY 2022

Island Home Insurance Company

Status
QC #255 approved (06/16/21)

GEDA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
COMMUNICATIONS REPORT



DATE RANGE

10 Jan 2022 - 9 Feb 2022 (30 days)



Guam Economic Development Authority

Date range: 10 Jan 2022 - 9 Feb 2022

Summary of mentions

VOLUME OF MENTIONS
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Guam Economic Development Authority

Date range: 10 Jan 2022 - 9 Feb 2022

Mentions per category (comparing to previous period)

2

0

+100%

0
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0%
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12
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0
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0
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2
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Guam Economic Development Authority

Most popular mentions

1

PostGuam


Recent mentions
 2022-01-26 11:00

twitter.com

At least $12.1 million of the governments $50 million Local Employers Assistance Program, or
LEAP,

2

GuamPDN


 2022-01-19 22:17

twitter.com

The Guam Economic Development Authority is wrapping up its Pandemic Assistance Grant
2021 program,

3

GVB budget to fix Tumon str...


 2022-01-17 06:00

postguam.com

Tumon s faulty street lights could get fixed soon, now that the Guam Visitors Bureau s budget
for

4

GovGuam seeks to hire econo...


 2022-01-19 19:29

postguam.com
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postguam.com
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Guam pursues 99-year lease for medic


postguam.com  2022-02-09 01:25

Guam: $419.1M in ARPA funds remain |


Report: $419.1M in ARP funds remain

mvariety.com  2022-02-08 08:07



postguam.com  2022-02-08 05:01

their thinking, the governor said.Guams

...spending was by or for the Guam Solid

That one-month spending was by or for the

negotiating team is led by Guam Economic

Waste Authority, Guam Customs and

Guam Solid Waste Authority, Guam Customs

Development Authority Administrator Melanie
Mendiola, and the members include offi cials

Quarantine Agency, the Judiciary, credit card

and Quarantine Agency, the Judiciary, credit

fees and the Guam Economic Development

card fees and the Guam Economic

from the

Authority, among other agencies. This leaves

Development Authority, among other

about $419.1 million, or 72%, still available for

agencies. This leaves about $419.1 million, or

use, based on the Bureau of Budget and...

72% ...

Guam Economic Development Authorit


kanditnews.com  2022-02-08 01:13

Tag: Guam Economic Development Authority.
Home Guam Economic Development
Authority Back to Previous Back to All News.

Sanctuary, Incorporated of Guam - Find


Latest News | The Bureau of Statistics


bsp.guam.gov  2022-02-06 03:31

flndglocal.com  2022-02-06 17:37

you Guam Economic Development Authority

Share . Favorite. WATCH: Calvos own and

...conducted in collaboration with other

who awarded Sanctuary with a $10,000 grant

control Northern Market. The Calvos control

Government of Guam agencies, to include but

courtesy of the Guam Regional Medical City,

the company that did not pay full rent on 13

not limited to: Guam Visitors Bureau, Guam

through the Qualifying ...GEDA Guam

acres of prime government land for eight...

Economic Development Authority, Agency for

Economic Development Authority Pikas Cafe

Human Resources Development, Department

Guam Governors House Hagatna. This is my

of Labor, Department of Land Management,

lineup for this week, would love to play for

Port Authority of Guam, Guam International...

you...

Alternative site for medical campus po


postguam.com  2022-02-04 22:54

The Adacao site was determined to be the
“back up” to Eagles Field, Melanie Mendiola,
administrator of the Guam Economic
Development Authority told the Post.

GEDA’s Mel Mendiola comments o use


k57.com  2022-02-01 13:48

Administrator for Guam Economic
Development Authority (GEDA), Melanie

Governor’s Special Advisor talks GEDA
GovGuam using drones to help save liv


postguam.com  2022-02-01 15:09



k57.com  2022-02-04 02:51

GFD received in 2021 a $25,000 qualifying

...for Military & Regional Affairs to the
Governor of Guam, Carlotta Leon Guerrero

certiflcate grant from the Guam Economic

speaks to Patti about the work that the Guam

Development Authority to fund the purchase

Economic Development Authority (GEDA) and

of two new drones for open-ocean search and

Adelup’s efforts to locate an alternative site

rescue operations.

for the new Guam Memorial Hospital (GMH)
medical campus, which according to...

Mendiola speaks to Patti about the use of the
Eagle’s Field site, which Adelup has been
eyeing for the construction of the new Guam
Memorial Hospital (GMH) medical
campus.The discussion follows a previous
interview with...
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Date range: 10 Jan 2022 - 9 Feb 2022

Quotes
PostGuam


twitter.com

$12.1M in LEAP reaches 223 small bus
 2022-01-26 11:00



postguam.com  2022-01-26 10:13

Industry Recovery Updates - Guam Visit
 guamvisitorsbureau.com  2022-01-26 02:5

At least $12.1 million of the governments $50

...Assistance Program, or LEAP, has reached

A.B. Won Pat International Airport Authority;

million Local Employers Assistance Program,

223 small businesses struggling as a result of

Department of Health and Social Services;

or LEAP, has reached 223 small businesses

the COVID-19 pandemic, based on data from

Guam Chamber of Commerce; Guam

struggling as a result of the COVID-19

the Guam Economic Development

Economic Development Authority; Guam

pandemic, based on data from the Guam

Authority.That s about 21% of the 1,050 small

Homeland Security; Guam Hotel & Restaurant

Economic Development Authority.

businesses that have applied as of Jan. 25, or

Association; Guam Offi cial Visitor Website;

https://t.co/n110YsNQ6Q

about two months before the application...

Island of Guam Offi cial Website

Steve Limtiaco | guampdn.com


guampdn.com  2022-01-22 20:44

Guam Women&#39;s Chamber of Com
GuamPDN


GEDA wrapping up $20M pandemic grant

twitter.com  2022-01-19 22:17



youtube.com  2022-01-22 14:19

Zoom video replay of the GWCC virtual town

program. By Steve Limtiaco Pacific Daily

The Guam Economic Development Authority

hall presented by the Guam Economic

News. Jan 20, 2022. The Guam Economic

is wrapping up its Pandemic Assistance Grant

Development Authority (GEDA) on Friday, ...

Development Authority is wrapping up its

2021 program, and there could be more than

Pandemic Assistance Grant 2021 program ...

$3 million in unused funding from the total
budget of $20 million, according to agency

GovGuam seeks to hire economists aft


Administrator Melanie Mendiola.

GEDA wrapping up $20M pandemic gra

https://t.co/td8m0DGoIb



postguam.com  2022-01-19 19:29

...or collaborating with a number of GovGuam
agencies including the Legislature, the

GVB budget to fix Tumon streetlights, s


governor s offi ce, the Bureau of Statistics and

postguam.com  2022-01-17 06:00

Plans, and the Guam Economic Development

...the bureau s budget of $900,000.GVB Vice

Authority, Dell Isola said.\He’s dedicated and

President Gerry Perez said the bureau

he loves his job,\ Dell Isola said of Hiles, who

received additional hotel occupancy tax funds
from the Guam Economic Development

s been with GovGuam for 41...

guampdn.com  2022-01-19 21:18

The Guam Economic Development Authority
is wrapping up its Pandemic Assistance Grant
2021 program, and there could be more than
$3 million in unused funding from the total
budget of

Authority to issue another round of
solicitation for the project. What s trending in
Guam news? Top stories delivered to your
inbox...
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GEDA FEDERAL GRANT PROJECTS
(Updated 2/10/22)

PROJECT TITLE

Guam Aquaculture Innovation
Center

Small Cruise Ship Strategic Plan

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Architectural and engineering design for Guam
Aquaculture Innovation Center

Development of small cruise ship strategic plan

PROJECT START

GRANT

FUNDING SOURCE

REQUESTED AMOUNT

December 2021

FY 2021 American Rescue Plan Act
Economic Adjustment Assistance

DOC - EDA

TBD

December 2021

FY 2021 American Rescue Plan Act
Travel, Tourism, and Outdoor
Recreation

DOC - EDA

TBD

GEDA ALLOCATION

STATUS

COMMENTS

TBD

Draft in progress

May delay submission until after
report from ongoing
Aquaculture Feasibility Study

1

TBD

Draft in progress

delay submission due to COVID19 surge

1

information requested by EDA 8/4/20, 8/18/20, 9/11/20,
12/31/20, 2/25/21, 3/25/21
SUBMITTED 7/23/20

Guam Aquaculture Industry
Feasibility Study

Economic and marketing feasibility study
(including site analysis and preliminary conceptual
design) for the establishment of an aquaculture
industry on Guam

Guam Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy Pandemic
Recovery Plan

Update of Guam CEDS 2020-2025 to include new
and revised strategic development projects in
order to reflect current economic conditions and
the impact of COVID-19

Guam Green Market Facilities

The project is intended to repair, renovate, stormharden and construct new green market facilities
in three strategic municipalities (Agat, Mangilao
and Sinajana) and to expand existing facilities at
the sites in order to add new small business
space for minority entrepreneurs.

Commercial Port - Cabras Island

Design and construct infrastructure
improvements

June 2020

FY 2019 EDA Disaster
Supplemental

DOC - EDA

$199,775

$51,150

June 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

DOC - EDA

$128,533

23,533

January 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs

DOC - EDA

$1,200,000

$60,000

March 2020

FY 2019 EDA Disaster
Supplemental

DOC - EDA

TBD

TBD

Submitted requested forms
accepting grant award - 4/1/21

PRELIMINARY
RFP closed - 6/10/21
SELECTED - 12/4/20
2/10/22 - requested budget
AWARDED - 03/08/21 modification
Submitted additional
information requested by EDA 12/23/20, 3/3/21, 3/30/21
SUBMITTED - 9/3/20
Award amount is $85,000
PRELIMINARY
SELECTED - 12/8/20 Submitted requested forms
accepting grant award - 4.21.21
AWARDED - 4/29/21
Submitted additional
information requested by EDA 8/3/20, 11/13/20, 2/25/21,
SUBMITTED 5/12/21, 7/30/21
3/10/20
Pre-award extended to 2/15/22
PRELIMINARY
to further review Specific
SELECTED - 10/9/20 Awards Conditions
AWARDED - 9/9/21

Draft - on hold

2

2

2

Completion of application
dependent on the availability of
funds for a design and
engineering plan

5

E.T. Calvo Industrial Park Upgrade
and Site Improvements

Guam Commercial Kitchen
Feasibility Study

Guam Silicon Village Park

Modernize the park and provide needed
infrastructure to address issues affecting present
and future tenants
Feasibility study will assess the development and
preliminary building options of a Guam
Commercial Kitchen that would serve as a food
business incubator and provide the foundation for
food entrepreneurs to change from a home-based
kitchen to a food company with successful
The “Guam Silicon Village Park” is a proposed
energy-efficient technology park that would
provide a central location for the clustering of
high technology industries and support the
growth of a technology ecosystem on the island.

Harmon Industrial Park Site
Improvements and Upgrade

5-story office building to house GEDA, DLM,
GDOL, and HRRA with the aim to provide a more
efficient coordinated government services related
to economic development
Design and construct site improvements at the
Harmon Industrial Park site, including specific
improvements to the power distribution system
and storm water infrastructure

Micro-Loan Revolving Loan Fund

Development of a 0% or low interest revolving
loan fund to assist micro-businesses (can be
specific to farmers or for GPS permit holders)

Hagatna Multi-Agency Facility
Complex

Development of a Guam Agriculture Master Plan
to strengthen and modernize the agriculture
Guam Agriculture Master Plan
industry
Preparation of an economic feasibility,
environmental impact assessment and a business
model design for the establishment of a small
cruise ship line home porting and/or regional hub
Guam Small Cruise Ship Feasibility in Guam to serve the entire Marianas Islands
Study
visitor destination points

FY 2019 EDA Disaster
Supplemental

DOC - EDA

$3,000,000

TBD

Draft - on hold

May 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

DOC - EDA

$100,000 (Tentative)

$15,000 (Tentative)

Draft - on hold

Completion of application
dependent on the availability of
funds for a design and
engineering plan
Worked with Department of
Chamorro Affairs and Guam
State Clearinghouse to include a
Chamorro Village commercial
kitchen project as part of federal
funding requests for Chamorro

October 2019

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

Draft - on hold

Completion of application
dependent on identification of
potential project site

June 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

DOC - EDA

$30,000,000

TBD

Draft - on hold

FY 2019 EDA Disaster
Supplemental

DOC - EDA

$3,000,000

TBD

Draft - on hold

May 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

DOC - EDA

$1,000,000 - $2,000,000
(Tentative)

$150,000 - $300,000 (Tentative)

Draft - on hold

April 2020

Technical Assistance Program

DOI

$200,000

TBD based on RFP requirements
(potentially $30,000 - $40,000)

DOC - EDA

$350,500

$63,162

March 2020

March 2020

March 2020

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

DOC - EDA

Pacific Region Blue Economy

Development of Micronesia region aquaculture
industry, including construction of Guam
Aquaculture Innovation Center. Technical
Assistance to to support application for Phase II of
grant.
September 2021

FY 2021 American Rescue Plan Act
Build Back Better Regional
Challenge
DOC - EDA

Polaris Point Cleanup Assessment

Comprehensive environmental assessment of
Polaris Point

FY20 Guidelines for Brownfield
Cleanup Grants

November 2019

USEPA

TBD

TBD

GHURA now has plans to
develop building and is currently
having conversations with
relevant agencies
Completion of application
dependent on the availability of
funds for a design and
engineering plan

Department of Agriculture used
DOI application to draft
SUBMITTED - 5/1/20 Agriculture Master Plan project
as part of EDA State Planning
NOT SELECTED
Grant application (submitted by
Resubmitted under FY 2019 EDA
SUBMITTED Disaster Supplemental - 6/16/20
6/10/20
Submitted additional
NOT SELECTED information requested by EDA 10/26/20
8/18/20, 9/11/20

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

Submitted - 10.15.21
$500,000

$37,000
$200,000

$20,000

NOT SELECTED
SUBMITTED 12/3/19 - NOT
SELECTED

6
6

ADDITIONAL GRANTS

Tourism Recovery Plan

Analysis of Guam's tourism market, including:
Tourism Market Study, Tourism and Destination
Marketing Assessment, Repositioning and
Development Strategy

The Action Plan will influence and shape
GovGuam's medical and public health investment
Medical and Public Health Services decisions and support investments in medical and
public health care infrastructure
Action Plan
Non-competitive grant to fund: Guam Agriculture
Master Plan, Additive Manufacturing Feasibility
Study, Transshipment Industry Feasibility Study,
Statewide Planning Grant

May 2020

March 2020

July 2021

FY 2020 EDA Public Works and
Economic Adjustment Assistance
Programs including CARES Act
Funding

Office of Economic Adjustment

FY2021 Statewide Planning Grant

DOC - EDA

OEA

DOC - EDA

3921559.79 (Awarded
$390,000)

~ $2,000,000
Guam Agriculture Master
Plan - $375,000

$200,000

10% of budget

TBD

AWARDED 3/18/21

Collaborated with BSP and
GVB, with BSP serving as
grant applicant.

Preliminary
discussions with OEA Led by Guam Buildup Office
Collaborated with BSP and
DOAG, with BSP serving as grant
Awarded - 11/4/21 applicant

2
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GEDA Reserves Fund Investment Policy Statement

I.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of this Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) is to assist the Guam Economic
Development Authority (“GEDA”) Agency Reserves Fund Board of Directors (“Directors”) and
Investment Committee (“Committee”), in effectively supervising, monitoring and evaluating the
investment of the Guam Economic Development Authority Agency Reserves Fund (“Fund”)
assets. The Fund’s investment program is defined in the various sections of the IPS by:
•

Stating in a written document the Board’s attitudes, expectations, objectives, and guidelines
in the investment of all Fund assets

•

Setting forth an investment structure for managing all Fund assets. This structure includes
various asset classes, investment management styles, asset allocation, and acceptable ranges
that, in total, are expected to produce a sufficient level of overall diversification and total
investment return over the long-term

•

Providing guidelines for each investment portfolio that controls the level of overall risk and
liquidity assumed in that portfolio so that all Fund assets are managed in accordance with
stated objectives

•

Encouraging effective communications between the Board, the Committee, the registered
investment advisor (“RIA”), and the investment managers (‘Investment Managers”)

•

Establishing formalized criteria to monitor, evaluate and compare the performance results
achieved by the Investment Managers on a regular basis

•

Complying with all fiduciary, prudence and due diligence requirements that experienced
investment professionals would utilize.

This IPS has been arrived at upon consideration by the Board of the financial implications of a
wide range of policies and describes the prudent investment process that the Board deem
appropriate.

February 2022
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GEDA Reserves Fund Investment Policy Statement
II. BACKGROUND
The Guam Economic Development Authority (GEDA) is a public corporation (12GCA
Chapter 50) with broad responsibility for the centralized direction, control and supervision
of an integrated plan for the economic development of Guam.
Through 12 GCA 50103(k), GEDA was mandated as the Central Financial Manager and
Consultant for those agencies or instrumentalities of the Government of Guam requiring
financial guidance and assistance. GEDA wishes to develop an investment program, the
Agency Reserve Fund, for interested government agencies to invest idle funds. The
investment program seeks to take advantage of volume investing and GEDA’s expertise to
earn a competitive rate of return at the lowest overall cost to the group as a whole.
Key Information
Fund Sponsor
Fund Name:
CEO:
Fund Oversight:

Guam Economic Development Authority
GEDA Reserves Fund
Melanie Mendiola

The Board of Directors has a fiduciary responsibility to
GEDA and is responsible for selecting and monitoring
the investments for the Fund. As such, the Board of
Directors is authorized to delegate certain
responsibilities to professional experts in various
fields. These include but are not limited to the
Investment Committee.

The Investment Committee will supervise the
investment of assets of the Fund and make all decisions
concerning selection and retention of investment
options available under the Fund. The committee shall
have authority to both select and monitor funds, and to
appoint investment managers. Furthermore, the
committee will be responsible for delegating
administrative functions regarding the accounting of
Fund accounts, including but not limited to opening and
closing of accounts, record keeping, recording
investment transactions, and securing all documents
relative to such transactions.

February 2022
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III.
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Fund have been established in conjunction with a comprehensive review of
the current and projected financial requirements. The objectives are:

IV.

•

To attain an expected rate of return net of fees as stated per fund in the executive summary
annual rate of return or a rate of return at least four percent over the rate of inflation over a
market cycle, whichever is greater. It is expected that this objective will be met within the
levels of economic risk that a prudent person would take under various economic conditions.
This objective may be modified periodically in light of changing rates of inflation.

•

It is acknowledged that the rate of return outlined above may not be achieved each and every
year. It is the goal of the Fund to meet this objective over a complete market cycle.

•

To control costs of administering the Fund and managing the investments.

•

Maintain a fund that will assist in defraying the operational expenses and other special needs
of GEDA. The fund will be allocated to maximize return within reasonable and prudent levels
of risk in order to minimize the dependency upon contributions. It will be used to control
costs of administering the Fund and managing the investments.

BROKERAGE POLICY
It is the policy of the Committee to instruct the Investment Managers to direct transaction orders
to designated broker-dealers. The direction of such trading shall be “subject to the best price
execution” as it relates to all transactions effected for the Fund.
The Committee has entered into an asset-based fee arrangement, where it may instruct the
Investment Managers to direct securities transactions to designated broker/dealers. For
transactions that occur under this arrangement, executions will be done by designated
broker/dealers without commission expense, finder’s fees or other forms of compensation that
may have been paid for asset placement. The Investment Managers, exercising their full
discretion, must obtain “best available price and best execution” with respect to all transactions
effected for the Fund.

V.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY POLICY
The Fund demonstrates its concern for preservation of the environment and other social causes
through its programs and activities. However, no specific constraint in regard to social causes is
to be placed on its investment portfolio at this time. Constraints can be added in the future as
deemed advisable by the Board and should be reconsidered/reaffirmed annually.

VI.

GUIDELINES AND INVESTMENT POLICY
Time Horizon
Investment guidelines are based upon an investment horizon of greater than five years, so that
interim fluctuations should be viewed with appropriate perspective. Similarly, the Fund’s
strategic asset allocation is based on this long-term perspective.
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Risk Tolerances
The Committee recognizes the difficulty of achieving the Fund’s investment objectives in light
of the uncertainties and complexities of contemporary investment markets. The Committee also
recognizes that some risk must be assumed to achieve the Fund’s long-term investment
objectives. However, it is the intent to monitor the risk being assumed by each individual
Investment Manager and by the Fund as a whole. To that end, risk will be evaluated by:
•

Over a market cycle, risk associated with any Investment Managers portfolio, as measured
by the variability of quarterly returns (standard deviation) must not exceed that of the
Investment Manager’s respective performance benchmark, without a commensurate
increase in return.

•

Over a market cycle, risk associated with the total Fund, as measured by the variability of
quarterly returns (standard deviation) must not exceed that of the blend of indices
representing the strategic asset allocation of the Fund, without a commensurate increase in
return.

•

During market cycles the risk measures, as indicated herein, will be reviewed at least
annually by the Committee.

Performance Expectations
The investment objective is a long-term nominal rate of return on assets that is at least equal to
an expected rate of return net of fees as stated per fund in the executive summary. This target
rate of return for the Fund has been modeled by the RIA based upon the assumption that future
real returns will approximate the long-run rates of return experienced for each asset class in the
IPS. However, the Committee realizes that market performance varies and that an expected rate
of return net of fees as stated per fund in the executive summary target nominal rate of return
may not be meaningful during some periods.
The investment objective of the Fund is to strive for positive real rates of return (note: the U.S.
Consumer Price Index - Urban (CPI) will be used when determining the real rate of return). It is
acknowledged that the target rate of return may not be achievable each and every year. The
Fund’s objective is to meet the target rate of return over a complete market cycle.
Asset Allocation Constraints
The Committee believes that the Fund’s risk and liquidity posture are, in large part, a function of
asset class mix. The Committee has reviewed the long-term performance characteristics of
various asset classes, focusing on balancing the risks and rewards inherent in the marketplace.
Five asset classes were selected:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

U.S. Equities
Non-U.S. Equities
Fixed Income
Cash and Cash Alternatives
Alternative Investments

Given the Fund’s time horizon, risk tolerances, performance expectations & asset class
preferences; an efficient (optimal) portfolio was identified.
February 2022
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Re-balancing of Strategic Allocation
The percentage allocation to each broad-asset class may vary as much as plus or minus 10% of
target. The Fund’s asset allocation will be reviewed for compliance by the Committee after the
end of each fiscal quarter. The GEDA Committee is responsible for requesting a rebalance of the
portfolio outside of the annual rebalance that occurs on anniversary date of inception.
When necessary and/or available, cash inflows/outflows will be deployed in a manner consistent
with the strategic asset allocation of the Fund. The allocation of the Fund will be reviewed by the
Committee quarterly.
When cash flows are insufficient to bring the Fund within the strategic allocation ranges, the
Committee shall determine the appropriate course of action to be taken. The Investment
Managers will then be instructed to execute such action required to bring the strategic allocation
within the pre-specified ranges.
Ethics Guidelines
The Committee and RIA must avoid conflicts of interest and should be sensitive to even the
appearance of a conflict. A conflict of interest occurs when outside activities or personal interests
interfere, or appear to interfere, with the ability to objectively perform a job or act in the best
interests of the Fund. All financial, business and other activities must be lawful and free of
conflicts or even the appearance of a conflict with the responsibilities to the Fund.
If there are potential conflicts of interest or even if there is a possibility that a conflict may exist
or appear to exist, it should be disclosed to the Committee in writing. All fiduciaries will annually
acknowledge the Fund’s ethics policies and agree to disclose any potential conflicts of interest
accordingly.
VII.

SECURITIES GUIDELINES
Every Investment Manager selected to manage Fund assets must adhere to the following
guidelines.
General
•

Any restrictions set forth by applicable law governing allocation limits, size, or quality of
investments, if more stringent than those of this Statement, will be the governing restriction.

•

No investment management organization shall have more than 40% of the Fund’s assets
under its direction, with the exception of cash managers.

•

U.S. and Non-U.S. common stocks, ADRs (American Depository Receipts), convertible
bonds, preferred stocks, fixed-income securities, mutual funds and short-term securities are
permissible investments.

•

No individual security of any issuer, other than that of the US Government, shall constitute
more than 10% (at cost) of any Investment Managers portfolio.

•

The following securities and transactions are not authorized without prior Committee
approval: letter stock and other unregistered securities; non-negotiable securities;
commodities or other commodity contracts; short sales; margin transactions; and, options
and futures.
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Fixed Income
•

All fixed income securities held in the portfolio shall have a Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s
and/or a Fitch’s credit quality rating of no less than “BBB”. U.S. Treasury and U.S.
Government agencies, which are unrated securities, are qualified for inclusion in the
portfolio and will be considered to be of the highest rating.

•

No more than 20% of the market value of the portfolio shall be rated less than single “A”
quality, unless the Investment Manager has specific prior written authorization from the
Committee.

•

Non-US fixed income securities, when unrated, will be judged to be of equal quality as set
forth for domestic fixed income securities by Investment Manager selected to manage this
asset class.

•

Total portfolio quality (capitalization weighted) shall maintain an “A” minimum rating.

Equities
•

Consistent with the desire to maintain broad diversification, allocations to any economic or
industry sector should not be excessive relative to the appropriate comparative benchmark
index.

•

Equity holdings shall be restricted to readily marketable securities of corporations that are
actively traded on the major exchanges or over the counter. Such securities currently have
legal trade settlement of 3 days.

•

The Investment Managers shall have the discretion to invest a portion of the assets in cash
Reserves when they deem appropriate. However, the Investment Managers will be
evaluated against their peers on the performance of the total funds under their direct
management.

•

Common stock and preferred stock of any institution or entity created or existing under the
laws of the United States or any other country are permissible investments.

Cash/Cash Equivalents
•

Cash equivalent Reserves shall consist of cash instruments having a quality rating of A-1,
P-1 or their equivalent. U.S. Treasury and Agency securities and FDIC insured Certificates
of Deposits are also acceptable investment vehicles. Custodial Sweep Accounts must be of
credit quality equal or superior to the standards described above.

•

No single issue shall have a maturity of greater than two (2) years.

•

Custodial Sweep Account portfolios must have an average maturity of less than one (1)
year, but proceeds are daily liquid.

Non-Traditional/ Alternative Investments
Non-Traditional/Alternative Investments are often structured as private investments and
are generally formed as limited partnerships or limited liability companies and, in many
cases, organized in low or no tax jurisdictions. The managers of these investments
generally are allowed to operate with greater flexibility than most traditional investment
managers and their compensation usually includes substantial performance incentives.
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Objective
Investment in alternatives may be considered by this organization within the context of an
overall investment plan. The objective of such investments will be to seek to diversify the
portfolio, complementing traditional equity and fixed-income investments and improving
the overall performance consistency of the portfolio. It is acknowledged that there is no
guarantee that this objective will be realized.
Transparency and Liquidity

It is acknowledged that these investments are less transparent than traditional
investments and that liquidity in such investments is usually significantly limited. Liquidity
constraints, including lockup provisions and redemption or withdrawal fees, must be taken
into consideration when making allocations to such investments.

Allowable Strategies

Since alternative investments generally seek to provide diversification by investing in
strategies that do not correlate directly with traditional equity and/or fixed-income
investments, investments strategies may include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statistical Arbitrage

•

Distress Securities

Debt/Equity Financing

•

Equity Long/Short

Momentum Trading
Leveraged Buyouts
Venture Capital

Mezzanine Debt

Equity Market Neutral
Convertible Securities

•
•
•

Fixed Income Arbitrage
Real Estate (Public & Private)
Short Selling

•

Commodities and Futures

•

Master Limited Partnerships

•

Structured Credit Products

The foregoing allowable strategies may be pursued in any manner acceptable to the Board.

The Board acknowledges that alternative investments can be highly illiquid and may
engage in leveraging and other speculative investment practices, which may involve
volatility of returns and significant risk of loss, including the potential for loss of the
principal invested. Further, that there is no secondary market currently available for
interests in most alternative investments and that there may be restrictions imposed by
the fund on transferring such interests; that investing in alternative investments is only
suitable for experienced and sophisticated investors who are willing to bear the high
economic risks of the investment; and, that it will carefully review and consider all potential
risks before investing including the following specific risks:
•
•

loss of all or a substantial portion of the investment due to leveraging, short-selling, or
other speculative practices.
lack of liquidity as there may be no secondary market for the investments;
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• volatility of returns.
•
•
•
•
•
VIII.

restrictions on transferring interests in the investments;
potential lack of diversification;

absence of information regarding valuations and pricing;
complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting;

less regulation and higher fees than other forms of investments; and, investment
advisor risk.

SELECTION OF INVESTMENT MANAGERS

The Committee, with the assistance of the RIA, will select appropriate investment managers to
manage Fund assets. Investment Managers selected will execute written contracts with the Fund
or the RIA, particularly where the RIA has a master contract with Investment Managers, whereby
they can be retained by the Fund at preferential fees and at substantially reduced minimums.
The Fund may subcontract with them through its contract with the RIA. Investment Managers
must meet the following minimum criteria:
•

Be a bank, insurance company, investment management company, or investment adviser
as defined by the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

•

Must claim compliance to GIPS® standards and provide independent verification by a
qualified third-party verifier.

•

Provide historical quarterly performance numbers calculated on a time-weighted basis,
based on a composite of all fully discretionary accounts of similar investment.

•

Provide detailed information on the history of the firm, key personnel, key clients, fee
schedule, and support personnel.

•

Clearly articulate the investment strategy that will be followed and document that the
strategy has been successfully adhered to over time.

•

Must have been continuously engaged as an investment manager for five (5) or more years.

•

Must have least Two Hundred Million ($200,000,000) dollars under management.

•

Assets that are to be placed in an investment management organization shall not exceed
20% of the organization’s total asset under management.

•

Selected firms shall have no outstanding legal judgments or past judgments, which may
reflect negatively upon the firm.

The Fund’s relationship with the Investment Managers will be subject to ongoing periodic
review, benchmarked against the criteria set forth in the IPS. The term of the relationships will
be at the discretion of the Committee, as they deem necessary. Having fixed or arbitrary time
frames may lead to Investment Manager’s behavior that is not necessarily driven by the best
interests of the Fund.
February 2022
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IX.
SELECTION OF REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISER
The Committee will select an appropriate, registered investment management consulting firm as
a Registered Investment Adviser (“RIA”) to assist in the prudent investment and monitoring of
the Fund. The RIA selected will execute a written contract with the Fund. The RIA must meet
the following minimum criteria:
•

The Registered Investment Adviser (RIA) must be registered with the SEC.

•

The RIA must be recognized as expert in Investment Management Consulting, with an
emphasis in institutional/endowment funds and must be able to provide unbiased fiduciary
and financial advice.

•

The RIA must demonstrate experience in the breadth and depth of their professional staff.
The specific individual providing advice to the Fund must provide evidence of specialized
training in the field of Investment Management Consulting, such as the Certified
Investment Management Analyst (CIMA) designation, or its equivalent.

•

The specific individual providing advice to the Fund shall not have any awards or
judgments against him or her either by the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) or
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), formerly the NASD.

•

RIA must maintain its own independent investment manager database and have its own
investment manager due diligence capabilities, as well as its own investment performance
monitoring system to ensure quality and accuracy of data and which tasks should not have
to be either subcontracted out or purchased from third party vendors.

The Fund’s relationship with the RIA will be subject to ongoing and annual review, benchmarked
against the criteria set forth in the IPS. The term of the relationship will be at the discretion of
the Committee, as they deem necessary. It is noted that having fixed or arbitrary time frames may
lead to RIA behavior that is not necessarily driven by the best interests of the Fund.
X.

SELECTION OF CUSTODIAN
The Committee will select an appropriate custodian to safe keep Fund assets and to provide
timely reporting of Fund assets and activity. The custodian must meet the following minimum
criteria:
•

Must be a U.S financial institution regulated by the Federal Reserve, a state banking
authority, the Comptroller of the Currency or the appropriate equivalent, depending upon
the nature of the given institution.

•

Must have a minimum net worth in excess of $100 million.

•

Must have direct access to the Depositary Trust Company I.D. System.

•

Must have at least 10 years of experience as a custodian of similar funds.

•

Must have at least $ 1 billion in custodial assets.

•

Must offer electronic access to account information, to include statements
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XI.
CONTROL PROCEDURES
Duties and Responsibilities of the Investment Managers
The duties and responsibilities of each Investment Manager retained include:
•

Exercising investment discretion over the Fund assets under its care and control in accordance
with the IPS objectives and guidelines set forth herein.

•

Promptly informing the Committee in writing of significant or material matters, including,
but not limited to investment strategy; portfolio structure; tactical approaches; ownership;
organizational structure; financial condition; professional staff; and, any material, legal or
regulatory agency proceedings affecting the firm.

•

Promptly voting all proxies and related actions in a manner consistent with the long-term
interests and objectives of the Fund set forth herein.

•

Utilize the same care, skill, prudence and due diligence under the circumstances then
prevailing that experienced, investment professionals acting in a like capacity and fully
familiar with such matters would use in like activities for like funds with like aims in
accordance and compliance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations from local, state
and federal entities as it pertains to fiduciary duties and responsibilities.

•

Acknowledge, and agree in writing to, their fiduciary responsibility.

Duties and Responsibilities of the Registered Investment Adviser
The duties and responsibilities of the RIA retained by the Committee include, but are not limited
to, the following:
•

Assist with the development of investment strategies for Fund’s assets;

•

Analyze existing investments;

•

Assist with asset allocation;

•

Assist in the IPS development/ongoing review;

•

Recommend replacement of Investment Managers when warranted;

•

Provide investment manager search services;

•

Provide monitoring of investment performance and Investment Managers;

•

Provide educational forums, as requested;

•

Provide quarterly on-site reviews; and

•

Assist with special projects.

Duties and Responsibilities of the Custodian
The duties and responsibilities of the Custodian retained by the Investment Committee include,
but are not limited to, the following:
•

Safekeeping of assets entrusted to the care of the Custodian;
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• Collect, and credit, on a timely basis, all income due to the Fund;
•

Provide on a timely basis, a monthly accounting statement for all Fund accounts;

•

Provide electronic access to all account information, including monthly statements.

Performance Objectives
Investment performance will be reviewed at least quarterly to determine the continued feasibility
of achieving the investment objectives and the appropriateness of the IPS for achieving those
objectives. It is not expected that the IPS will change frequently. In particular, short-term
changes in the financial markets should not require adjustments to the IPS.
Monitoring of Investment Managers
On a timely basis, but no less than two times a year, the Committee will focus on:
•

Investment Manager’s adherence to the IPS guidelines and applicable laws

•

Any changes to Investment Managers’ organization or investment philosophy;

•

Investment Manager performance relative to the established performance benchmarks; and,

•

Fees paid.

Monitoring of the Registered Investment Adviser
On a timely basis, but not less than once a year at fiscal yearend, the Committee will focus on:
•

RIA’s adherence to the IPS guidelines and applicable laws;

•

RIAs continuing qualifications per IPS requirements;

•

Material changes in the RIA’s organization and/or personnel;

•

Timeliness, completeness and accuracy of reporting;

•

Review of RIA’s advice provided;

•

Quality of educational programs, quarterly reviews and special projects, if any.

Performance Measurement Periods
The measurement period for complete evaluation will be cumulative annual periods and complete
market cycles. Market cycles will be loosely defined as periods that include at least two
consecutive quarters of rising stock prices/interest rates and two consecutive quarters of declining
stock prices/interest rates.
Quarterly performance will be evaluated to test progress toward the attainment of longer-term
targets. It is understood that there are likely to be short-term periods during which performance
deviates from market indices. During such times, greater emphasis shall be placed on peerperformance comparisons with investment managers employing similar styles.
The Committee will utilize the services of the RIA to assist in their evaluation and complete
performance measurement duties.
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The performance of the Fund’s Investment Managers will be monitored on an ongoing basis and
it is at the Committee’s discretion to take corrective action by replacing an Investment Manager
if they deem it appropriate at any time.
Watch List
The RIA shall maintain a Watch List, which provides a means to communicate developments of
potential concern. Placement on the Watch List initiates a probationary period that allows time
to better assess the effects — negative or positive — stemming from the development in question.
Upon placement on the Watch List, the Committee may notify the Investment Manager in writing
and may require a countersignature upon receipt upon inception of Watch List notification.
The Committee, with the assistance of the RIA, will attempt to resolve Watch List assignments
as soon as possible. These attempts are balanced with a goal of making more informed judgments
that are consistent with maintaining a long-term investment perspective.
More common reasons for Watch List assignments include:
•

Major ownership changes

•

Significant firm and/or product asset declines

•

Excessive asset growth in products with limited capacity

•

Concerns regarding changes to key service providers

•

Professional turnover

•

Notably altered incentive structures for key professionals

•

Questionable changes in investment decision-making authority

•

Material changes in investment approach

•

Extended period(s) of unanticipated relative underperformance

If the Investment Manager improves and satisfies the concerns over a reasonable time period
(often 6 months to 18 months) the Investment Manager is upgraded off of the Watch List. For
example, if Watch is caused by two to three years of underperformance, combined by excessive
analyst turnover, performance improvement and personnel stability can cause the upgrade, and
vice versa. If concerns are not satisfied, the Committee will terminate the Investment Manager,
or if not, provide in Committee Minutes, the rationale for not terminating the Investment
Manager.
Termination
The Board and Investment Committee may replace an Investment Manager at any time for any
reason the Board and Committee deems appropriate and in the long-term best interest of the fund,
including, but not limited to:
•

Failure to meet investment goals delineated herein.

•

Deviations from permitted investments listed herein.

•

Failure to adhere to stated investment philosophy and style.
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• Violating applicable laws and regulations. Special emphasis will be placed upon adherence
to “best price and execution” guidelines as well as adherence to the “Prudent Expert Rule”.
•

For any other reason the Investment Committee deems appropriate and in the long-term best
interest of the Fund.

It is the Committee’s policy that if the need arises to replace an investment manager, the
Committee has the authority to do so in the manner deemed to be most appropriate. The
Committee, in conjunction with its investment RIA, will develop the credentials and
qualifications desired, to be able to evaluate potential managers.
Fiduciary Process
As the Fund’s investment decisions are Committee-directed, five generally recognized
requirements present in generally accepted fiduciary guidance will be followed:
•

Investment decisions must be delegated to a “prudent expert(s)” (registered investment adviser
[including mutual funds], bank or insurance company).

•

The Committee must demonstrate that the prudent expert(s) was selected by following a due
diligence process.

•

The prudent experts must be given discretion over the assets.

•

The prudent experts must acknowledge their co-fiduciary status in writing (mutual funds are
exempted from this requirement – the prospectus is deemed to serve as the fund’s fiduciary
acknowledgement).

•

The Committee must monitor the activities of the prudent experts to ensure that the experts are
properly performing the agreed upon tasks using the agreed upon criteria.

Monitoring of Fiduciary Responsibilities and Prudent Practices
On a timely basis, but not less than once a year, the Committee will meet to address:
•

Appropriate policies and procedures are in place to address all fiduciary obligations;

•

Policies and procedures are effectively implemented and maintained

•

The IPS is up-to-date.
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GEDA Reserves Fund Investment Policy Statement- Supplement
Acknowledgement of the Investment Policy Statement
Receipt of GEDA Reserves Fund Investment Policy Statement is hereby acknowledged by the below
GEDA Committee members:

Signature

Signature

Printed Name/ Title

Printed Name/ Title

Date

Date

Signature

Signature

Printed Name/ Title

Printed Name/ Title

Date

Date
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Appendix A: Loan Program Reserve
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Name of Fund:

Guam Economic Development Authority

RIA:

BG Investment Services, Inc.

Fund Time Horizon:

Greater than 5 years

Current Market Value:

Target Return:

Risk Tolerance:

Loan Program Reserve Funds

$19.4 Million (as of January 2022)

7%

Moderate Aggressive

Asset Allocation:

U.S. Equity
Non-U.S. Equity
Fixed Income
Alternative Investments

February 2022

Lower Limit

Strategic
Allocation

30%

40%

20%

30%

15%

25%

0%

5%

Upper Limit
50%
35%

40%

15%
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I. BACKGROUND
The Loan Program Reserve Funds consists of the following economic development loan
programs:

Agriculture Development Fund (ADF)

The ADF loan program is a joint project with the Department of Agriculture and the UOG
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and is designed to aid in the development of locally
produced agriculture products. Currently, the responsibility for its administration, financial
and business management and marketing activities are vested with GEDA. The program's
target market is limited to individuals, corporations and partnerships that engage in
commercial agricultural businesses.
Guam Development Fund (GDFA)

II.

III.

The purpose for GDFA is to provide financial assistance through loans and loan guarantees
to private enterprises and industries thus promoting the economic development of Guam.
This program is targeted at businesses that are engaged or about to engage in activities in
the areas of agriculture, fishing, manufacturing, tourism, and their support industries.
GDFA enables start-ups and existing businesses to secure long-term financing for the
acquisition of long-term fixed assets, working capital needs and to provide funding for the
purchase of supplies and inventory.
SPENDING POLICY

The Loan Program Reserve Funds is administered by the Authority solely and exclusively
to meet the financial needs and requirements of the respective economic development
program. Funds may be withdrawn as needed by the Authority to carry out its mission.

INVESTMENT MANAGER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
A customized blended policy index will be used to compare the portfolio as a whole based
on the appropriate benchmark for each asset class included in the overall portfolio asset
allocation.
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Appendix B: Reserves Fund
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Name of Fund

Guam Economic Development Authority

RIA

Raymond James & Associates, Inc.

Agency (GEDA) Reserves Fund

Current Market Value:

Fund #1: $5.6 Million (as of January 2022)

Fund Time Horizon:

Greater than 5 years

Target Return:

Fund #1: Nominal rate of 6.88%, net of fees

Risk Tolerance:

Fund #1: Balanced

Asset Allocation:

The GEDA Reserves Fund employs the Raymond James Freedom UMA

Fund #2: $5.6 Million (as of January 2022)

Fund #2: Nominal rate of 7.44%, net of fees
Fund #2: Aggressive

Model Portfolios Platform for selection of the most appropriate asset
allocation.

The Board of Directors and Investment Committee has selected the
Freedom UMA Strategies below as most appropriate.
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I.

II.

III.

IV.

FUNDING & SPENDING POLICY
The Agency Reserve Fund is a pooled investment fund administered by GEDA that allows
eligible Government of Guam agencies to invest idle and surplus funds in the strategy funds
identified in Appendix B. Each strategy fund will maintain a portfolio of investments
consistent to its investment objectives. The strategy funds will be valued on a unitized
basis, with each unit representing a fractional undivided ownership interest in the
respective portfolio. Unit values shall be calculated, at minimum, on a monthly basis.
Spending: Normal and customary expenses for Fund management, oversight and the like
may be expended from the Fund.
SELECTION OF INVESTMENT MANAGERS
Selection of investment funds are completed by the AMS Research team that adheres to a
disciplined, four-step investment process that is designed to ensure that the investor
receives a portfolio carefully tailored to meet their objective. The first step is to develop a
forward-looking risk, return and correlation assumption for each of the different asset
classes. The second step is to build an efficient allocation form the selected asset classes.
The third step is used to construct the portfolio by selecting high quality investment
solutions that have consistently compensated investors for the risk taken in their portfolio.
The last step is to continuously monitor every element of the process to ensure that we are
providing a sophisticated program that works towards reaching the goal of the investment
portfolio.

ASSET ALLOCATION REVIEW AND OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
The Board, with the assistance from the Fund’s RIA, identified an optimal broad asset class
mix based on the Fund’s time horizon, risk tolerances, performance expectations, and asset
class preferences. This mix was best represented by the Raymond James Unified Managed
Account Balanced and Aggressive Strategy.
INVESTMENT MANAGER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
A customized policy index will be used to compare the portfolio as a whole based on the
appropriate benchmark for each asset class included.
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2 – ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE
1 – BUYER I
1 – ACCOUNTANT III

GEDA FY2022
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
GOVERNOR OF GUAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXTERNAL LEGAL COUNSEL

CEO/ADMINISTRATOR
Melanie Mendiola
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
Joann Camacho

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION

COMPLIANCE DIVISION

PUBLIC FINANCE DIVISION

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES MANAGER
Ariana Villaverde
ACCOUNTANT III
Kristine Suva
ACCOUNTANT I
Raeann Lefever
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES OFFICER
Laurette Perez
BUYER II
Patrick Guzman
PERSONNEL ASSISTANT II
Daisy Mackwelung
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Yong Pak

COMPLIANCE MANAGER
Claire Cruz
COMPLIANCE ASSISTANT MANAGER
John San Nicolas
COMPLIANCE SERVICES SPECIALIST III
Tara Murakami
COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST II
Jo Ann Cruz
COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST I
Vacant (Unfunded)

PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGER
Christina Garcia
PUBLIC FINANCE ASSISTANT MANAGER
Antoinette Leon Guerrero
LOAN MANAGEMENT OFFICER
Gloria Molo
FINANCE ANALYST III
Antonio Muna Jr.
FINANCE ANALYST I
Therese Santos
LOAN SERVICING REPRESENTATIVE
Jennifer Calvo-Guzman
LOAN SERVICING REPRESENTATIVE
Vacant (Unfunded)

ATTORNEY
Vacant (Unfunded)
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Cedrick Castillon
GEDA SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR
Melvin Tabilas
GEDA SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR
(Unfunded)
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Frances Ogo
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Vacant (Funded)

BUSINESS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION
BUSINESS & ECONOMIC DEV. MANAGER
Edward Camacho
BUSINESS & ECONOMIC DEV. SUPERVISOR
Matthew Baza
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IV
Tria Paulino
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST III
Marie Reyes
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST II
Jeffrey Marchesseault
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST II
Daena Mansapit
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST I
Celia Anderson
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST III
Vacant (Unfunded)
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST II
Vacant (Unfunded)

REAL PROPERTY DIVISION
REAL PROPERTY MANAGER
Diego Mendiola
REAL PROPERTY SUPERVISOR
Mary Camacho
PROGRAM COODINATOR III
Anthony Arriola
PROGRAM COORDINATOR III
Jha’Aunie Leon Guerrero
PROGRAM COORDINATOR III
Lisa Linek

